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ABSTRACT

In this study, acrylic acid was used as a neutralizer to prepare bio-based WPU with an interpenetrating polymer
network structure by thermally induced free radical emulsion polymerization. The effects of the content of acrylic
acid on the properties of the resulting waterborne polyurethane-poly (acrylic acid) (WPU-PAA) dispersion and
the films were systematically investigated. The results showed that the cross-linking density of the interpenetrat-
ing network polymers was increased and the interlocking structure of the soft and hard phase dislocations in the
molecular segments of the double networks was tailored with increasing the content of acrylic acid, leading to
enhancement of the mechanical properties and water resistance of WPU-PAA films. Notably, with the increase
in content of acrylic acid, the tensile strength, Young’s modulus, and toughness of the WPU-PAA-110 film
increased by 3 times, and 8 times, and 2.4 times compared with WPU-PAA-80, respectively. The WPU-PAA-100
film showed the best water resistance, and the water absorption rate at 96 h was only 3.27%. This work provided
a new design scheme for constructing bio-based WPU materials with excellent properties.
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1 Introduction

Waterborne polyurethanes (WPU) have become one of the most important environmental-friendly
polymers and have been widely used in various applications ranging from leather finishing agents,
coatings, and adhesives due to their advantages such as low volatile organic compounds (VOCs),
abrasion resistance, flexibility, and resilience [1–3]. Recently, the application of renewable resources as a
replacement of fossil feed stock to develop bio-based chemicals (such as polyols, isocyanates and
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hydrophilic chain extenders, etc.) and therefrom endow the sustainability and green characteristics of the
final products of WPU [4].

Among them, vegetable oils are one of the most promising renewable resources for the production of
bio-based WPU due to the advantages of low cost and abundant availability [5]. In addition, the existing
active sites of vegetable oils (carbon-carbon double bonds, ester groups, etc.) provide an effective
platform for the preparation of value-added chemicals required for the synthesis of bio-based WPU. For
example, Wang et al. [6] synthesized a novel oleic-based primary glycol via Claisen condensation and
thiol-ene photo-click reactions on the ester bond and carbon-carbon double bond of methyl oleate and
used it as a substitute for petroleum-based diol to prepare bio-based WPU. Omrani et al. [7] prepared a
new type of carboxylic acid group-containing polyol through epoxy ring-opening and saponification of
the carbon-carbon double bond and triglyceride bond of sunflower oil, respectively, which was further
used as a hydrophilic chain extender to prepare biodegradable bio-based WPU. Fu et al. [8] developed a
new linear saturated terminal diisocyanate by thiol-ene coupling and Curtius rearrangement of the carbon-
carbon double bond and carboxyl group of castor oil-derived undecylenic acid and further reacted with
castor oil-derived polyol and hydrophilic chain extender to prepare a fully bio-based WPU.

Generally, neutralizer is indispensable for the preparation of WPU and is applied for the dispersion of the
WPU in the water. Although used in very small amounts, more and more attention has been attracted to
exploring green neutralizers and simultaneously tailoring the performance of the resulting bio-based
WPU. For example, Gurunathan et al. [9] obtained a cationic castor oil-based WPU with a solid content
of 30% with hydrochloric acid as a neutralizer for neutralizing the methyldiethanolamine and polyaniline
in the molecular chain of castor oil-based polyurethane. Zhi et al. [10] prepared a series of cationic castor
oil-based WPU with different solid contents with acetic acid as a neutralizer, and further infiltrated the
obtained WPU into three types of rift-cut wood veneers through a vacuum impregnation process to
develop flexible decorative veneers. As the acetic acid content in the WPU increased, the degree of
protonation of the tertiary amine group of methyldiethanolamine in WPU improved, leading to the
increased content of WPU adsorption in the wood caplets during impregnation. Liang et al. [11]
developed a series of cationic castor oil-based WPU with UV absorption, anticorrosion properties, and
long-term antibacterial performance with glutamic acid and aspartic acid as neutralizers. It is found amino
acids not only acted as neutralizers, but also functioned as a hydrogen bond donors and hydrogen bond
acceptors, leading to a significant improvement in the performance of the WPU films. Zhang et al. [12]
prepared a series of cationic castor oil-based WPU films with high ultraviolet absorption and antibacterial
properties using several natural phenolic acids (caffeic acid, ferulic acid, syringic acid, gallic acid, and
salicylic acid) as functional neutralizers. These natural phenolic acids not only function as neutralizers in
polymers, but also bridge the soft and hard segments of WPU through hydrogen bonds, significantly
optimizing the performance of bio-based WPU.

Acrylic acid, as a typical type of organic acid with a simple molecular structure (carboxyl group and
conjugated double bond, etc.), could be used as a potential neutralizer for cationic bio-based WPU. In
this work, acrylic acid was introduced as a new neutralizer into bio-based WPU prepared from castor oil
to facilitate the dispersion of WPU into water, and further obtained bio-based waterborne polyurethane-
poly (acrylic acid) (WPU-PAA) dispersions with an interpenetrating polymer network via thermally
induced free radical emulsion polymerization. According to this strategy, a series of cationic bio-based
WPU-PAA with an interpenetrating polymer network was prepared and characterized. The particle size
and stability of interpenetrating polymer network structural dispersions prepared with different contents of
neutralizer were systematically studied. The properties of interpenetrating polymer films, including gel
content, thermomechanical properties, thermal stability, surface water contact angle, mechanical
properties, coating properties and water resistance were systematically analyzed. This work provided a
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new idea for compositional control and structural design strategies to modulate bio-based WPU with
comprehensive excellent properties.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials
Castor oil (hydroxyl value: 164 mg KOH g-1) was provided by Tianjin Fuyu Reagent Company (China).

Isophorone diisocyanate (IPDI) and methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) were purchased from Guangdong
Wengjiang Chemical Reagents Co., Ltd. (China). Acrylic acid and 2,2′-Azobis(2-methylpropionitrile)
(AIBN) were obtained from Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Reagent Technology Co., Ltd. (China).
Dibutyltin dilaurate (DBTDL) was purchased from Fuchen Reagent Factory. Methyl ethyl ketone (MEK)
was purchased from Hongda Chemical Co., Ltd. (China). Deionized water was prepared in the laboratory.
All chemical reagents were used directly after purchase.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Synthesis of Cationic Bio-Based WPU Dispersions from Acrylic Acid
A series of bio-based WPU dispersions were prepared in a molar ratio of 1:2:0.99 of OH (from castor

oil):NCO (from IPDI):OH (from MDEA). The typical WPU dispersions preparation route was shown in
Scheme 1, and the detailed preparation process was as follows. First, castor oil and IPDI were mixed
homogeneously in a double-neck round-bottom flask with stirring (190–210 rpm) for 10 min at 78oC.
Then, the DBTDL (20 μL) was added to the double -necked round-bottom flask to facilitate the synthesis
of the prepolymer, which was kept stirring for 10 min. After that, the MDEA was added to the
prepolymer for polymerization to further achieve the growth of the polyurethane polymer chain. When
the prepolymer was reacted to a completely immobile state, 30 mL of MEK was added to the double-
neck round-bottom flask to reduce the viscosity of the prepolymer, and the reaction was continued in the
solution for 2 h. Subsequently, the solution was cooled to room temperature, and the acrylic acid was
added to neutralize the MDEA to increase the hydrophilicity of the polymer chain. The content of acrylic
acid was determined according to the molar ratio of carboxyl groups in acrylic acid to tertiary amine
groups in MDEA, which were 80%, 90%, 100%, and 110% of the molar ratio of tertiary amine groups in
MDEA, respectively. Finally, the deionized water was added to the prepolymer solution under vigorous
stirring to form WPU dispersions. The WPU dispersions with a solids content of 25 wt.% was obtained
by rotary evaporation of MEK.

2.2.2 Synthesis of WPU-PAA Dispersions
A series of WPU dispersions with different contents of acrylic acid were further prepared WPU-PAA

dispersions through free radical emulsion polymerization radical reaction with acrylic acid. These WPU
dispersions were reacted at 80oC for 3 h with the AIBN dissolved in ethanol as a thermal initiator to form
an interpenetrating polymer network. The obtained WPU-PAA dispersions were named as WPU-PAA-80,
WPU-PAA-90, WPU-PAA-100, and WPU-PAA-110 according to the content of acrylic acid, respectively.
The reaction route of the WPU-PAA dispersions was shown in Scheme 1.

2.2.3 Synthesis of WPU-PAA Films
In order to further analyze the properties of WPU-PAA films with an interpenetrating polymer network

structure, the WPU-PAA dispersions (15 mL) were poured into a siliconized glass dish with a diameter of
60 mm and air-dried to form films. After the surface of all the films was dried, it was moved into a 60oC
vacuum oven for 24 h to evaporate the remaining moisture.
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2.3 Characterization
The particle size and Zeta potential of the WPU-PAA dispersions were measured by a Zeta-sizer Nano

ZSE (Malvern Instruments). The WPU-PAA dispersions were diluted with distilled water to about 0.01 wt.%
before the test. The storage stability of all WPU-PAA dispersions was evaluated by centrifuging the
dispersions on Tomos 3–18 to 8000 rpm for 60 min.

The degree of crosslinking of the WPU-PAA films was determined by the gel content. The gel content
was obtained from the calculated mass loss after soaking the films in tetrahydrofuran (THF) for 24 h. The
calculation formula was as follows:

Gel content ð%Þ ¼m2

m1
� 100% (1)

where “m1”was the dry weight of the initial sample, and “m2”was the dry weight of the sample after soaking
in THF for 24 h. The gel content value of the samples was the average value of four parallel samples. The
error bars were from the standard error of the results of four parallel samples.

The Netzsch DMA 242C dynamic mechanical analyzer was used to analyze the dynamic mechanical
behavior of the obtained films. The films were made into elongated specimens (length: 0.5 cm, width:
2 cm) and heated from –60oC to 100oC at a heating rate of 5 oC min-1, and the stretching frequency was
maintained at 1 Hz throughout the heating process. The highest peak of the loss factor curve was
considered to be the Tg of the films.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the resulting films was performed on a discovery TGA-550
thermal analyzer. The film samples were heated from 30oC to 700oC at a heating rate of 10 oC min-1 in a
nitrogen-protected atmosphere.

Scheme 1: The synthetic route of the WPU and the WPU-PAA dispersions
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The contact angle goniometer (Powereach JC2000C1) was used to investigate the water contact angle of
the films surface by the static drop method. Each sample was repeated more than 5 times, and the average
value was obtained. The error bars were from the standard error of the results of five parallel tests.

The mechanical properties of the resulting films were determined by tensile testing. Tensile tests
(crosshead speed: 100 mm min-1) of all samples were carried out on an electronic universal testing
machine (UTM-4204). All samples were subjected to 3 parallel tests and the average value was obtained;
the error bars were from the standard error of the results of 3 parallel tests. All samples were cut into
long strips (length: 4 cm, width: 1 cm).

The pencil hardness and the horizontal texture adhesion of WPU-PAA films were evaluated by ASTM
D-3363 and ASTM D-3359. The samples were prepared by casting 1 mL of the WPU-PAA dispersions on a
5 × 10 cm2 tinplate and vacuum drying.

The water resistance of the films was evaluated by the immersing method. All samples (4 parallels) were
made into 10 mm2 squares and dried at 60oC for 12 h before testing, and the dried samples were immersed in
water for 96 h. The ratio of the mass of the soaked sample to the initial mass was calculated as the water
absorption rate of the sample. The calculation formula was as follows:

W% ¼ W1 �W0

W0
(2)

whereW0 andW1 were the weight of the films before testing and after absorbing water. The higher the water
absorption rate, the worse the water resistance of the films.

3 Results and Discussion

Generally, inorganic acid (hydrochloric acid) and organic acids (acetic acid, natural phenolic acid, and
amino acid, etc.) were widely used to neutralize tertiary amines for the dispersion of cationic waterborne
WPU. Several research groups have been devoted to exploring other acids to tailor the performance of
the resulting cationic waterborne WPU [11,12]. Acrylic acid is an industrial raw material with a simple
structure containing one carboxyl group and one conjugated double bond. This acid could be used not
only as a neutralizer for cationic bio-based WPU, but also for thermally induced free radical emulsion
polymerization for in-situ constructing of interpenetrating poly(acrylic acid) network [13,14], which was
applied to enhance the final performance (such as mechanical properties, water resistance) of the resulting
cationic bio-based WPU.

3.1 Preparation and Characterization of WPU-PAA Dispersions
The WPU-PAA dispersions were prepared by the polyaddition between castor oil and IPDI with MDEA

as the hydrophilic chain extender and acrylic acid as the neutralizer followed by the thermally induced free
radical emulsion polymerization of acrylic acid.

The appearance, particle size, and Zeta potential of these dispersions were shown in Figs. 1a and 1b, and
Table 1. In general, Zeta potential is an important property in the study of polymer dispersions, which is
related to the stability of dispersions. As shown in Table 1, the Zeta potential of the WPU-PAA
dispersions increased with the increasing content of acrylic acid, indicating that the increased degree of
the tertiary amine groups of the MDEA fragments in the polymer were protonated by the carboxyl groups
in the acrylic acid, leading to an increase in the positively charged sites of the resulting WPU-PAA. The
highest Zeta potential of WPU-PAA-100 was 65.5 mV, and the amine groups in MDEA segments were
completely neutralized by the carboxyl groups of acrylic acid. When the content of acrylic acid was
further increased, the Zeta potential of WPU-PAA-110 did not continue to increase and the excess acrylic
acid was dissolved in the aqueous phase.
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Figure 1: (a) Appearance of WPU-PAA dispersions. (b) Particle size distribution curves of WPU-PAA
dispersions

Table 1: Properties of WPU-PAA dispersions

Samples pH values Appearance Z-average size (nm) Zeta potential (mV) Storage life

WPU-PAA-80 4.13 Transparent 51.05 ± 1.38 45.6 ± 0.43 >2 years

WPU-PAA-90 3.85 Transparent 64.44 ± 4.56 50.3 ± 0.52 >2 years

WPU-PAA-100 3.67 Transparent 103.57 ± 3.47 65.5 ± 0.14 >2 years

WPU-PAA-110 3.49 Translucent 220.47 ± 5.12 64.2 ± 0.37 >2 years

The appearance of these WPU-PAA dispersions (see Fig. 1a) changed from a transparent state to a
translucent state with the increasing content of acrylic acid, which was correlated with the particle size of
the dispersions. Among them, the particle size of WPU-PAA-80, WPU-PAA-90, WPU-PAA-100, and
WPU-PAA-110 was 51.05, 64.44, 103.57, and 220.47 nm, respectively, indicating that the particle size of
these dispersions increased with the increasing content of acrylic acid. As mentioned earlier, the increased
degree of protonation of the tertiary amine groups of the MDEA fragments in WPU-PAA would lead to
an increase in the hydrophilicity of the polymer and thus reduce the particle size of the dispersions.
However, in addition to the content of the hydrophilic group, other factors, such as soft/hard segment
contents, crosslinking densities, and so on, also affect the particle size of the dispersion [15]. Here, the
particle size of the WPU-PAA dispersions was related to another important group conjugated double
bond in acrylic acid. As the content of acrylic acid increased, the content of conjugated double bonds
also increased and underwent a free radical emulsion polymerization under thermally induced conditions,
which further crosslinked the dispersion and increased the crosslinking densities of WPU-PAA, resulting
in an increase in the particle size of the dispersion [16].

To further evaluate the stability of the dispersions, all WPU-PAA dispersions were centrifuged at
8000 rpm for 60 min. The results indicated that all the samples did not precipitate, indicating the
excellent storage stability of these dispersions. In addition, all dispersions were stored in the laboratory
environment for more than two years without any precipitation.

3.2 Preparation and Characterization of WPU-PAA Films
The WPU-PAA films were prepared by the evaporation of the water of the dispersions at 60oC in a

vacuum oven. These films were characterized by gel content testing, DMA, DSC, TGA, and tensile testing.

The gel content testing was generally used to qualitatively measure the crosslinking degree of the
polymer films [17]. In this study, two factors would affect the gel content of the resulting WPU-PAA
films: i) whether the active groups of IPDI with castor oil and MDEA were completely consumed; ii)
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whether the poly (acrylic acid) network formed by the thermally initiated radical reaction had a structural
complementary effect with the WPU network. After being soaked in THF for 24 h as shown in Fig. 2a
and Table 2, the gel contents of WPU-PAA-80, WPU-PAA-90, WPU-PAA-100, and WPU-PAA-110 were
90.54%, 93.87%, 95.36%, and 97.43%, respectively, indicating the high cross-linking degree of WPU-
PAA films with an interpenetrating polymer network structure. Based on the above results, the following
statement could be concluded: i) castor oil and MDEA almost completely reacted with IPDI, resulting in
a 3-D crosslinking polymer network [18]. ii) After polymerization of acrylic acid, interpenetrating
polymer networks containing WPU and poly(acrylic acid) were in-situ constructed through strong ionic
bonds and topological interlocking effect, resulting in the formation of the dense, orderly and tightly
polymer structure and therefore the hindrance of THF penetration into the films [19].

Figure 2: (a) Gel content of WPU-PAA films after soaking in THF for 24 h. (b) Storage modulus and loss
factor curves of WPU-PAA thin films. (c) TGA curves of WPU-PAA films. (d) Water contact angle on the
surface of WPU-PAA films

Table 2: DMA and TGA data of WPU-PAA films

Samples DMA TGA

Tg (
oC) E’ at 25oC (MPa) ve (mol/m3) T5 (

oC) T50 (
oC) Tmax (

oC)

WPU-PAA-80 16.37 1.43 48.43 284.27 363.37 335.07

WPU-PAA-90 16.95 1.61 49.04 284.47 364.77 352.37

WPU-PAA-100 17.30 2.53 61.88 284.17 362.77 353.27

WPU-PAA-110 20.33 8.71 192.23 263.67 364.97 351.17
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In order to further quantitatively analyze the cross-linking density (ve), storage modulus (E’) and glass
transition temperature (Tg) of WPU-PAA polymers. The detailed data of DMA measurement were shown in
Fig. 2b and Table 2. The ve of the WPU-PAA films were calculated with the formula as shown below
according to the method reported previously [20]

E0 ¼ 3 ve R T (3)

where R represented the universal gas constant with a value of 8.314 J mol-1 K-1, T = Tg + 30oC, and E’ was
the storage modulus corresponding to T.

As seen in Table 2, the ve of the resulting WPU-PAA films increased with the increasing content of
acrylic acid. The calculated ve of WPU-PAA-80 and WPU-PAA-110 were 48.43 mol m-3 and
192.23 mol m-3, respectively. The ve of WPU-PAA-110 was about 4 times that of WPU-PAA-80 due to
the higher crosslinked structure induced by the radical polymerization of more acrylic acid in WPU-PAA-
110 [21]. In addition, large amounts of hydrogen bonding between WPU and poly(acrylic acid) also
attributed to the increase in the physically crosslinking of the interpenetrating polymer network: i) The
formation of close-packed hydrogen bonds between carboxyl groups [22]; ii) The formation of free
hydrogen bonds between carboxyl groups and the urethane bond [23]; iii) The formation of free hydrogen
bonds between urethane bonds [24].

Fig. 2b shows the E’ and tan δ of WPU-PAA in the temperature range from –60oC to 100oC. All polymer
films exhibited a glassy state when the temperature was below –20oC, and the E’ of these films exhibited a
similar slight decreasing trend from –60oC to –20oC. As the temperature increased to 60oC, the E’ of WPU-
PAA films rapidly decreased by three orders of magnitude, which was related to the relaxation process of the
polymer segments. In this temperature range, the largest peak of the tan δ curve of the WPU-PAA films could
be observed, which was considered to be the Tg of the WPU-PAA films. Obviously, these films exhibited
only one peak in the tan δ curve due to their homogeneous properties. When the temperature continued to
rise above 60oC, the WPU-PAA polymers exhibited rubbery properties, and the E’ of the curves showed
a plateau stage. Here, the E’ and Tg of WPU-PAA improved with the addition of acrylic acid. The
WPU-PAA-110 film exhibited the highest E’ of 8.71 MPa and the highest Tg of 20.33oC, and the
WPU-PAA-80 film exhibited the lowest E’ of 1.43 MPa and the lowest Tg of 16.37oC. The variation of
these two properties could be explained by the difference in ve of these two polymers. Considering
WPU-PAA-110 film had a high ve, the space gap inside the material was small, and the movement of
molecular chains was hindered, leading to the difficulty of the elastic deformation of the polymer and
therefore the highest E’ [17]. At the same time, a higher temperature was required to transform the
polymer material from a glassy to rubbery a state, resulting in the highest Tg of WPU-PAA-110 [25].

Fig. 2c showed the TGA curve of the WPU-PAA films to analyze their thermal stability. The T5, T10,
Tmax (the temperature corresponding to the mass loss of the polymer material was 5%, 10%, and the
maximum degradation mass, respectively) of WPU-PAA films were summarized in Table 2. The thermal
stability of WPU-PAA films was related to the flexible network (WPU) and the rigid network (poly
(acrylic acid)), as well as the interpenetration structure of the double network. It could be observed from
Fig. 2c that all WPU-PAA films undergo three thermal degradation stages. First, the thermal degradation
of the films at 250oC–320oC could be attributed to the decomposition of the rigid poly(acrylic acid)
network and unstable urethane bonds in the materials, formed small molecules such as CO and olefins
[26]. At this stage, the thermal stability of WPU-PAA-110 was the worst, and the mass loss of the
thermal degradation process was the largest compared to other WPU-PAA films. This was due to the fact
that the acrylic acid content in WPU-PAA-110 was the highest, forming a dense and rigid network of
poly(acrylic acid), resulting in the dissociation of the molecular chains in the polymer due to poor
thermal mobility [27]. The second stage was the fastest thermal degradation process of the WPU-PAA
films, which was mainly the degradation of the unsaturated fatty acid chains of castor oil in the flexible
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network of WPU and the residual interpenetrating polymer network structure in the temperature range of
320oC–420oC [20]. During this thermal degradation stage, there was no obvious difference in the
degradation behavior of the WPU-PAA films due to the same castor oil content used to prepare the
polymers. Finally, the third-stage thermal degradation process of the WPU-PAA film occurred above
420oC, corresponding to the decomposition of residual components [20].

Fig. 2d showed the water contact angle of the WPU-PAA films. It could be observed that the surface of
the WPU-PAA films with the interpenetrating polymer network structure generally tended to be hydrophilic
due to the presence of ionic groups, and the contact angles of the films were all less than 90°. In detail, with
the increasing content of acrylic acid, the surface water contact angle of the WPU-PAA films first increased
and then decreased. The surface water contact angles of the films of WPU-PAA-80, WPU-PAA-90, WPU-
PAA-100 and WPU-PAA-110 were 55.6°, 64.6°, 79.1°, and 66.9°, respectively. There were three factors that
affected the surface water contact angle of WPU-PAA films, including the degree to which the tertiary amine
groups of MDEA in the polymer were protonated, the ve of the interpenetrating polymer network of the
WPU-PAA, and the content of acrylic acid did not participate in neutralizing MDEA [28]. In theory, as
the content of acrylic acid increased, the surface hydrophilicity of the films improved with increasing the
degree of protonation of the tertiary amine groups of MDEA in the polymer, resulting in a reduction in
the surface water contact angle of the films. Apart from the surface hydrophilicity, the surface water
contact angle of the films was also affected by the interpenetrating polymer network. With the increase of
content of acrylic acid, increasing the ve of the interpenetrating polymer network of WPU-PAA, resulting
in the formation of a dense poly (acrylic acid) network that shielded the hydrophilic groups of the surface
of the films. The influence of hydrophilic groups on the surface water contact angle of the films was
eliminated. Therefore, the surface water contact angle of the film of the WPU-PAA-100 was 23.5° higher
than that of the WPU-PAA-80. However, the WPU-PAA-100 film still showed a hydrophilic surface due
to the high content of hydrophilic groups in the polymer, resulting in a water contact angle below 80°. In
addition, the acrylic acid that did not participate in the neutralization of MDEA was still grafted to the
polyacrylic acid network to improve the hydrophilicity of the film surface, leading to a decrease in the
surface contact angle of the films. Therefore, the surface water contact angle of the films of
WPU-PAA-110 was reduced compared with that of WPU-PAA-100.

In order to further investigate the effect of the content of acrylic acid on the mechanical properties of
WPU-PAA films, all WPU-PAA films were tested for mechanical properties on an electronic universal
testing machine. Detailed mechanical property data including tensile strength, elongation at break,
Young’s modulus, and toughness were summarized in Figs. 3a–3c and in Table 3. Fig. 3c showed the
stress-strain curves of a series of WPU-PAA films. It could be observed that the tensile strength of the
WPU-PAA films improved with increasing the content of acrylic acid. In detail, as the content of acrylic
acid increased, the tensile strength of the WPU-PAA-110 film was increased to 6.21 MPa, which was
3 times that of the WPU-PAA-80 film. This could be attributed to the large difference in the ve of the
interpenetrating polymer network between WPU-PAA-110 and WPU-PAA-80. In addition, with an
increase in the content of acrylic acid, the ordered arrangement of soft phase and hard phase dislocations
in the interlocking structure of the double network was tailored [29], and the content of ionic bonds
between WPU and Poly(acrylic acid) increased in the WPU-PAA films [30], resulting in a significant
improvement in the tensile strength of the WPU-PAA-110 film. The elongation at break of WPU-PAA-80
was 614.15%, meaning that the WPU-PAA-80 film could be stretched more than 6 times its own length.
Although the elongation at break of WPU-PAA films was decreased with increasing the content of acrylic
acid, the elongation at break of WPU-PAA-110 could still be maintained at around 200%. This could be
attributed to the flexible fatty acid chain properties of castor oil in the WPU-PAA films. Figs. 3a and 3b
showed the trend of Young’s modulus and toughness improvement of the WPU-PAA films with
increasing the content of acrylic acid. The improvement of these two important properties of the polymer
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materials, in addition to the above-mentioned factors (the ionic bonding force betweenWPU and poly(acrylic
acid), the ve of the film, and the interlocking structural arrangement of the double network), the internal
hydrogen bond content of polymers played a key role [31]. When the WPU-PAA films were stimulated
by external force, the strong and dense hydrogen bonds inside the polymer were sacrificed to dissipate
energy, resulting in an increase in the Young’s modulus and toughness of the WPU-PAA films [32].

The coating properties of the resulting WPU-PAA films, including data on pencil hardness and
crosshatch adhesion, were summarized in Table 3. The results showed that the pencil hardness and
crosshatch adhesion of a series of WPU-PAA films were improved with the increase of the content in
acrylic acid. The pencil hardness of the films of WPU-PAA-110 and WPU-PAA-80 was 3H and 2B,

Figure 3: Young’s modulus (a), Toughness (b), Stress-strain curve (c), and water absorption (d) of WPU-
PAA films

Table 3: Mechanical properties, Water absorption, Pencil hardness and Crosshatch adhesion data of WPU-
PAA films

Samples Tensile
strength
(MPa)

Elongation at
break (%)

Young’s
modulus
(MPa)

Toughness
(MJ/m3)

Water
absorption
at 96 h
(%)

Pencil
hardness
(3B-HB-3H,
3H = best)

Crosshatch
adhesion
(5B = best)

WPU-PAA-80 2.07 ± 0.09 614.15 ± 12.73 2.23 ± 0.15 2.88 ± 0.26 7.58 2B 2B

WPU-PAA-90 2.59 ± 0.34 525.53 ± 18.53 3.66 ± 0.99 5.36 ± 0.56 6.92 1H 2B

WPU-PAA-100 3.08 ± 0.31 460.67 ± 49.63 4.46 ± 0.49 5.93 ± 0.86 3.27 2H 4B

WPU-PAA-110 6.21 ± 0.02 196.76 ± 18.57 17.90 ± 3.01 6.95 ± 0.95 4.98 3H 5B
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respectively. This was attributed to increasing the hard segment content of poly(acrylic acid) in the polymer
[33]. All WPU-PAA samples exhibited excellent crosshatch adhesion, which increased from 2B to 5B with
increasing the content of acrylic acid. The content of polar groups (ester groups, carboxyl groups, urethane
bonds) in the coating increased with increasing the content of acrylic acid, resulting in enhanced crosshatch
adhesion between the coating and the substrate [25,34].

The water resistance of a series of WPU-PAA films was further evaluated by the immersion method. The
detailed data of the water absorption of the films (within 96 h) were collated in Fig. 3d and Table 3. As shown
in Fig. 3d, the water absorption process of the films was divided into three stages: fast absorption, slow
absorption, and absorption equilibrium. The water absorption rate of the samples increased rapidly within
12 h after being immersed in deionized water. In the time range of 12–60 h, the water absorption of the
samples showed a slow upward trend. Finally, after immersion in deionized water of the films for 60 h,
the samples reached the absorption equilibrium, and the water absorption rate only slightly changed up
and down. The test results of the water absorption of WPU-PAA films showed that with the increase in
content of acrylic acid, the water absorption of WPU-PAA films at the time of absorption equilibrium
showed a trend of first decreasing and then increasing. Among them, WPU-PAA-100 exhibited the lowest
water absorption rate of 3.27%, indicating that WPU-PAA-100 had the best water resistance. This could
be explained by the high ve of the interpenetrating polymer network structure and the shielding effect of
the poly(acrylic acid) network on the hydrophilic groups, which hindered the entry of water into the film
interior [35]. The water absorption of the films of the WPU-PAA-110 was improved compared to the
WPU-PAA-100, which was due to the fact that the acrylic acid not involved in neutralization of MDEA
was grafted into the polyacrylic acid network, improved the hydrophilicity of the polymer, leading to an
increase in the water absorption of the WPU-PAA-110 film [36].

In Table 4, the appearance, particle size, tensile strength, pencil hardness, and water absorption of
WPU-PAA were compared with the reported work. In the comparative work, the preparation method of
PU164-0.99 was almost the same as the synthesis steps except that the neutralizing agent used was acetic
acid. The comparison found that the tensile strength and water absorption performance of the WPU-PAA
sample with an interpenetrating polymer network were better than PU164-0.99, which could explain from
another perspective that the formation of the interpenetrating network in WPU-PAA was beneficial to
improving the polymerization tensile strength and water absorption. The appearance of PU-164-0.99 was
translucent and yellowish, and the particle size was 25.8 nm smaller than that of WPU-PAA dispersion,
which was caused by the hydrophilic nature and single network structure of PU-164-0.99.

Table 4: The properties of WPU-PAA and comparison with WPU reported in literature

Sample Appearance Z-average
size (nm)

Tensile
strength
(MPa)

Pencil
hardness

Water
absorption
at 96 h (%)

WPU-PAA-80 Transparent 51.05 ± 1.38 2.07 ± 0.09 2B 7.58

WPU-PAA-90 Transparent 64.44 ± 4.56 2.59 ± 0.34 1H 6.92

WPU-PAA-100 Transparent 103.57 ± 3.47 3.08 ± 0.31 2H 3.27

WPU-PAA-110 Translucent 220.47 ± 5.12 6.21 ± 0.02 3H 4.98

PU164-0.99 [37] Translucent with
yellow light

25.8 0.93 ± 0.09 – 7.97 ± 0.17a

Note: athe value corresponding to the water absorption after 20 d immersion.
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4 Conclusions

In this work, a series of cationic bio-based WPU-PAA with an interpenetrating polymer network
structure were successfully prepared by radical polymerization of acrylic acid neutralizer. The effects of
the content of acrylic acid on WPU-PAA dispersions and films were systematically investigated. The
results showed that the Zeta potential and particle size of the dispersion increased with increasing the
content of acrylic acid. With the increase in content of acrylic acid, the crosslinking densities of the
interpenetrating polymer networks improved and the interlocking structure of soft-phase and hard-phase
dislocations arrangements was tailored, resulting in the increase of gel content, E’, Tg, pencil hardness,
and crosshatch adhesion of WPU-PAA films. As the content of acrylic acid increased, the tensile strength,
Young’s modulus, and toughness of the WPU-PAA-110 film were increased by 3 times, 8 times, and
2.4 times that of the WPU-PAA-80 film, respectively. More notably, the water absorption of the WPU-
PAA-100 film within 96 h was only 3.27%, indicating that the interpenetrating polymer network structure
effectively improved the water resistance of the films. This work provided a simple and effective method
for the design of bio-based polymers with high water resistance and mechanical robustness.
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